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Contemporary Moral and Social Issues is a uniquely entertaining introduction that brings ethical thought to life. It makes innovative use of engaging, topically oriented original short fiction, together with classic and influential readings and editorial discussion as a means of helping students think philosophically about ethical theory and practical ethical problems. The stories include:

- “The Trainers,” where it turns out an alien race that saved humans from extinction is now raising those humans for food, using the same justifications we use with animals;
- “People of the Underground,” where people holding out against the genetically engineered “Clenes” make the preservation of “true humanity” seem of dubious value;
- “The River,” where a Westerner in an isolated outpost is faced with a steady stream of people who will die unless he makes Peter-Singer-style sacrifices to save them; and
- “The Divided States of America,” a satire in which the mid-twentieth-century United States is dividing up into four separate countries based on caricature versions of liberalism, conservatism, libertarianism and socialism.

“THOMAS DAVIS’S BOOK IS AN ABSOLUTE JOY TO READ. His original fiction flows seamlessly into the philosophical discussions, masterfully guiding the study of ethics to where it really matters: life.”
—Mark D. White, Professor and Chair, Department of Philosophy, College of Staten Island/CUNY

“DAVIS HAS WRITTEN A FANTASTIC INTRODUCTION TO ETHICS TEXT. His unique blend of original fiction, clear analysis, and engaging primary sources provides a sure-fire way to get students talking and thinking about some of today’s most pressing moral issues.”
—Matt Lawrence, Long Beach City College
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Hegel Bulletin is a leading English language journal for anyone interested in Hegel's thought, its context, legacy and contemporary relevance. The Bulletin aims to promote high quality contributions in the field of Hegel studies which is broadly construed to include all aspects of Hegel's thought, and its relation and relevance to the history of philosophy; Hegelian contributions to all aspects of current philosophical enquiry; German and British Idealism, Marx and Marxism, Critical Theory, American Pragmatism; and studies in the reception history of Hegel and German Idealism.
Think has been created to forge a direct link between contemporary philosophy and the widest possible readership. The central aim of the journal is to provide to a very wide audience – encompassing undergraduates, ‘A’ level students, students in further education and the general public – highly accessible and engaging writing by philosophers pre-eminent in their fields. Think also aims to counter the popular impression that philosophy is pointless and wholly detached from everyday life. Its contributors sometimes expose some of the bad philosophy which currently passes as accepted wisdom in certain circles (e.g. religious, scientific, anthropological, etc). Perhaps most importantly, Think gives contemporary philosophers the chance to help nurture and encourage philosophers of the next generation.
Utilitas is one of the leading international journals in ethics, offering high quality research in all aspects of the development of utilitarian thought and in all areas in which utilitarianism has made a contribution. As a pioneering, interdisciplinary journal, Utilitas will be of interest not only to moral philosophers but also to economists, political theorists, intellectual historians and legal theorists.
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